Breakout Group #1

Attachment A – Discussion Guide and Input Form for Arlington Career Center Project Meeting #1

Provide input on Arlington Career Center: Siting and Transportation
Send completed forms to engage@apsva.us by Feb. 2, 2022
View recordings of the Jan. 19 BLPC/PFRC meeting at www.apsva.us/engage/arlington-career-center-project/

Background on Siting
a)

Review the preliminary site plan diagram

▪

▪

Highlights of preliminary site plan
• New ACC building (blue tone) constructed fronting Walter Reed Dr.
• Columbia Pike Branch Library (dark grey tone) remains in current location
• Majority of existing ACC building (light grey tone) remains for a future use TBD
• Portion of existing ACC building (red dashed line) demolished to accommodate parking structure
• New above ground parking structure (tan tone) constructed at S. Highland St. and 9th St. S.
• MSPA building remains in current location and MSPA playground relocated to existing ball field area
• New field created in approximate location of existing surface parking lot
Preliminary site plan builds from prior work
• Career Center Working Group provided guidance on massing and density of building on site

Breakout Group #1
•

The prior BLPC/PFRC process – did not define project requirements that are built into this work
o ACC is an option school, specifications similar to H-B Woodlawn, with a Career & Technical Education focus
o Builds a new facility rather than building additions to existing facility which impacted school operations,
added complexity, time and increased project costs

b)

Review PFRC Principles of Civic Design for Siting and Orientation
▪ Orient the primary building entrance to the appropriate adjacent street or public space so movement and entrance to
buildings are natural and intuitive.
▪ Emphasize pedestrians, bicycles, and mass transit over automobiles in building placement, entry, and architecture.
▪ Ensure building and site are functionally and spatially coherent, facilitating the flow of people to, from, and within the site.
▪ Create “positive” outdoor spaces with a pedestrian emphasis.

c)

Preview topics for input
▪ Height of new ACC facility

Massing View from Walter Reed Dr
•
•
•

Massing View from MPSA

The preliminary site plan proposed a 5-story building along S Walter Reed Dr. that stepped down to 2-story portion
adjacent to 7th St S.
Each story would be approximately 15 feet in building height, translating to 75 feet for a 5-story building and 90 feet
for a 6-story building.
The Career Center Working Group reached consensus on supporting a building height of 3-4 stories along S. Walter
Reed Drive, transitioning to 6-7 stories along the southern end of said street closest to 9th St S.

Breakout Group #1
•

The project is located within an S-3A zoning district and the County Board, at the time of approving a Use Permit,
can modify building setback and height provided certain conditions are satisfied.

▪

Placement of Parking Structure
• The preliminary site plan proposed a 4-story above ground parking structure at the corner of S. Highland and 9th St.
S. to meet the project’s anticipated parking demand.
• The location of the parking structure will remain at the locations show and will be refined based on feedback
received as the design progresses.

▪

Strengths and Concerns with Preliminary Site Plan
• The design team will develop the site plan and building massing based on a variety of inputs, including stakeholder
feedback.

Background on Transportation
a)

Review the transportation highlights from the preliminary site plan diagram

▪
▪
▪
▪

Main entry for new ACC building shown on Walter Reed Dr.
Campus bus operations to occur on a private drive on-site
Parent pick-up/drop-off (PUDO) not specifically identified
Service access to the new ACC building to occur via a private drive on-site

Breakout Group #1
▪

On-site parking accommodated within an above ground parking structure at the S. Highland and 9th St. S

b)

Review selective PFRC Principles of Civic Design related to the breakout discussion
▪ Respect neighborhood context… (Civic Values)
▪ Optimize open space for public relaxation and recreation, and minimize building footprint and areas used for parking, on-site
roads, and service drives. (Civic Values)
▪ Emphasize pedestrians, bicycles, and mass transit over automobiles and building placement, entry, and architecture. (Siting
and Orientation)

c)

Preview topics for input
▪ Transportation Goals
• Goal #1: Safety of Students
o Review walking routes to/from CC building
o Reduce conflicts of different school transportation needs (e.g., keep passenger cars away from the school
buses)
o Careful design between County needs and school needs (e.g., make sure plans work with Walter Reed plans)
• Goal #2: Right-sizing Career Center transportation infrastructure
o Help determine the correct amount of space dedicated to transportation on site to accommodate needs
without overbuilding, allowing for more room for buildings and green space
o Determine which demands can be reasonably accommodated off-site
• Goal #3: Minimizing Impacts
o Develop strategies to reduce people driving to/from the Career Center
o Spread out transportation demands – in time and location – to reduce overall impact
o Determine any changes to existing and proposed transportation infrastructure (e.g., do we need to upgrade
an intersection to a traffic signal?)
▪

Transportation Concerns and Issues
• Consultants collected transportation data in 2019 and fall 2021
o In 2021 traffic volumes are lower on Walter Reed, but higher on 7th/9th/Highland and data shows larger
impact of arrival/dismissal compared to 2019
o In 2021 parking shows higher residential parking demand during day and data shows less demand on streets
adjacent to Career Center mid-day
• Consultants performed field observations in fall 2021, summarized below
o Access control and bus conflicts

Breakout Group #1

o

o

o

▪ Controlling vehicle access and vehicle-bus conflicts is a concern across the campus
▪ Plenty of space for Career Center buses but vehicles routinely ignore signs and enter bus-only areas
▪ MPSA may need additional bus queuing space in the afternoons
Walter Reed Pick-up/Drop-off (PUDO)
▪ Significant ad-hoc PUDO on Walter Reed in front of ACHS and the library
▪ Did not appear to have negative impact on Walter Reed, but this activity may not be compatible
with future County plans for Walter Reed
MPSA PUDO
▪ Pick-up/Drop-off (PUDO) for MPSA along Highland significantly impacts on-street parking and causes
traffic congestion during arrival/dismissal
▪ Does not match observations performed in 2019 and prior dates
Take-aways for Concept Design
▪ Identify safe routes for walkers/cyclists, take advantage of County’s Walter Reed Drive plans
▪ Develop clear and separate bus and student pick-up/drop-off locations, provide more options/space
for loading/unloading if needed
▪ Avoid conflicts between walkers/cyclists and student pick-up/drop-off along Walter Reed drive

Breakout Group #1

Questions
Identify group submitting this information

Responses
Ex. Breakout group #, stakeholder group or individual completing this form

Group 1
Siting Questions
1. Height of New ACC Facility

a. Are there portions of the building (in blue) that could be adjusted (i.e. built taller, etc.)
in exchange for more open space on the site?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Penrose community – Option 4 is the worst option in terms of open space
compared to the other 3 options SB looked at. BLPC previously looked at
concentrating mass along 9th St, which is preferable to Option 4
5 story building will tower over Walter Reed and will dwarf residential houses in
the neighborhood, not in favor of increasing height
Hoping primary massing height was on corner of Walter Reed and 9th – better if
building was consolidated in that area
Go back and look at options 1, 2, and 3 on massing closer to 9th St
Park & Rec Commission – need to consider quality of open space when evaluating
building height. Proposed open space quality does not match mass of proposed
building.
Concerned about density of structures and small amount of open space
Concerned about long term plan of the entire site – not knowing the long term
plan makes it hard to evaluate the proposed layout

b. Are there other suggestions staff should consider regarding height of the building?
•
•
•
2. Placement of Parking Structure

MPSA is a low building – any shading studies of impact on new ACC building on
MPSA and playground? Concerns on that impact
Prefer putting another story on the existing ACC to potentially increase open
space, if the facility is to be re-used. Would need to look at cost of this scenario
Accessibility needs to be addressed

Looking at the parking garage placement on 9th St., what works? What are the
challenges? Other concerns?

Breakout Group #1

Questions

Responses
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Current location is preferable to previous options
Current option is closer to Columbia Pike, which makes it easier to get in and out of the
site
How tall is a 400 space garage?
Concern with ADA parking options – will they be along the street and closer to the
building?
Location of garage fits into neighborhood the best of the options previously reviewed
Existing ACC serves as a barrier between the proposed new building and the MPSA
building.
There is an existing parking structure across the street, which makes the location of
the proposed new parking structure logical

c. Are there other suggestions staff should consider when refining the parking structure?
•

3. Strengths and Concerns with Preliminary
Site Plan

Losing existing external parking lot, seems that PUDO will get worse

Identify additional strengths and concerns with the preliminary site plan that are not
addressed in the responses to questions 2 or 3.
•
•
•
•
•

Option 4 not as good as previous options 1, 2, or 3 in terms of massing and open
space
Option 4 most expensive of all 4 options
Would be nice to know long term plan so that we can better evaluate the current
proposal
Existing ACC building could be swing space for APS, that use should be considered
Hope was that a high school and fields only would populate the site, not the range
of educational uses shown with 3 buildings. Neighbors don’t like the idea of swing
space on the site.

Breakout Group #1

Questions

Responses
•

Comparable campuses in APS with more than 2000 students are high schools
which have large amounts of open space and public amenities such as fields, etc.

Transportation Questions
4. Transportation Project Goals for
a. Safety of Students
b. Right-sizing Career Center
transportation infrastructure
c. Minimizing traffic impacts

Are these the right goals for multimodal transportation on the stie? If not, what should be
added or adjusted?
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

5. Input on Career Center campus
transportation concerns & issues

Accessibility targets need to be addressed explicitly for both the building and for
transportation
Hard to plan long term transportation infrastructure if we don’t know the long
term development for the site – number of parking spaces, access to site, etc
Assess ART and Metro bus routes in the county to make sure the site is better
served
Glad that this has been declared an option school site, however option site will
dictate more APS school buses most likely, thus increasing traffic to the school
Buses come to the site during arrival and dismissal (8), but also shuttles
throughout the day (7 or 8 buses). Flow now works well, biggest issue with current
setup is confluence of parent PUDO in bus loop as opposed to designated location
on Highland. School likes proposed plan since bus traffic only comes onto the site
and parent PUDO is off site, doesn’t mix buses and cars
Buses exit and entrance for MPSA appear to all be put on Highland St, which is a
concern
Buses for MPSA and ACC visit the site at different time

What additional transportation issues or concerns need to be addressed? (i.e. outside
points in the transportation slides 14 - 18)
•

Need to be thoughtful about location of public bus stops/shelters as the shelters
take up significant real estate

Breakout Group #1

Questions

Responses
•

Consider traffic flow, parking, and accessibility for public library – clarify parking
locations for the library

Send completed forms to engage@apsva.us by Feb. 2, 2022
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Attachment A – Discussion Guide and Input Form for Arlington Career Center Project Meeting #1

Provide input on Arlington Career Center: Siting and Transportation
Send completed forms to engage@apsva.us by Feb. 2, 2022

View recordings of the Jan. 19 BLPC/PFRC meeting at www.apsva.us/engage/arlington-career-center-project/

Questions

Identify group submitting this information

Responses

Ex. Breakout group #, stakeholder group or individual completing this form

BLPC/PFRC Meeting 1, Breakout Group 2

Siting Questions
1. Height of New ACC Facility

a. Are there portions of the building (in blue) that could be adjusted (i.e. built taller, etc.)
in exchange for more open space on the site?
Higher building more acceptable on Walter Reed
Concern about shadows from the taller building shading MPSA & playground
Higher stories at south bldg step to lower level on north w/possible green/activity space
Generally, prefer five stories/lower height, if possible
b. Are there other suggestions staff should consider regarding height of the building?
Concern about student flow between floors with the added height (HB students complain).
How could organization of building help with the flow (grade/program clusters)?

2. Placement of Parking Structure

a. Looking at the parking garage placement on 9th St., what works? What are the
challenges? Other concerns?
Placement makes sense
Intersection at 9th & Highland challenging w/volume of traffic
Left turns from/to NB Walter Reed at 9th difficult during rush hours (intersection difficult)

Breakout Group #2

Questions

Responses

Distance from the garage to ACC and MPSA
Possible student parking in garage?
b. Are there other suggestions staff should consider when refining the parking structure?
Safety, especially for females, in the garage (lighting/sight/access/etc) & going to schools.
Can a covered walkway connect the garage and schools, possibly through existing building
when empty?

3. Strengths and Concerns with Preliminary
Site Plan

Identify additional strengths and concerns with the preliminary site plan that are not
addressed in the responses to questions 2 or 3.
Main entrance on Walter Reed gives a sense of community & identity for school
Concern about buses/students/staff/visitors from garage all using back entrance(s)
Ensure buffer space and attractive streetscape in front of building to protect students and
visitors from traffic on Walter Reed
Like the field – even if smaller than regulation for sports

Transportation Questions

4. Transportation Project Goals for
a. Safety of Students
b. Right-sizing Career Center
transportation infrastructure
c. Minimizing traffic impacts

Are these the right goals for multimodal transportation on the stie? If not, what should be
added or adjusted?
Possibly elevate fully supporting use of alternative transportation modes to ACC to a goal
Concern that multimodal transportation is difficult and need to improve routes for bikes
Concern about interactions of students/buses/cars in loop and at accesses from Highland
Can buses easily maneuver onto and through the loop and service ACC and MSPA (turning
radius, width, etc)?
Can buses go through to Walter Reed?

Breakout Group #2

Questions

5. Input on Career Center campus
transportation concerns & issues

Responses

What additional transportation issues or concerns need to be addressed? (i.e. outside
points in the transportation slides 14 - 18)
Not sure MPSA traffic during COVID will be as heavy in future
Can schedules be changed to stagger times for ACC & MPSA traffic?
Concern about traffic from site along 7th to Glebe Road and access at Glebe/arteries
Concern about left turn SB from Walter Reed to Columbia Pike (add turn signal?)
Can there be designated parking that includes students along the site perimeter?

Send completed forms to engage@apsva.us by Feb. 2, 2022
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Attachment A – Discussion Guide and Input Form for Arlington Career Center Project Meeting #1

Provide input on Arlington Career Center: Siting and Transportation
Send completed forms to engage@apsva.us by Feb. 2, 2022

Questions

Identify group submitting this information

Responses

Ex. Breakout group #, stakeholder group or individual completing this form

Group #3, Brett Wallace, Facilitated and Took Notes

Siting Questions
1. Height of New ACC Facility

a. Are there portions of the building (in blue) that could be adjusted (i.e. built taller, etc.)
in exchange for more open space on the site?
• Building height seems tall at 7th & Walter Reed- is it 2 or 3 stories?
• Some concern that height of ACC building will dwarf the MPSA building- reference
to Reed ES
• Concern about proximity to HS students and K-5
• Question if green space on rooftop is open to public?
b. Are there other suggestions staff should consider regarding height of the building?
• Recommend reliable elevators that improve accessibility- reference to Reed ES
where the elevator broke down

2. Placement of Parking Structure

a. Looking at the parking garage placement on 9th St., what works? What are the
challenges? Other concerns?
• Question about # of students versus # of parking spaces- is there enough parking
to accommodate all staff, students, etc.?
• How will ADA parking work being so far away from the new ACC building?
• Are there ADA spots for MPSA PU/DO?
• Need security to prevent homeless from crawling into garage

Breakout Group #3

Questions

Responses
•
•

Placement seems unfair to residents on S. Highland St.- screening will be
important
Placement should be centralized in the campus- too far away from other programs

b. Are there other suggestions staff should consider when refining the parking structure?
• Can it be lined with active, more attractive uses facing S. Highland St. so residents
don’t have to look at a garage and deal with car lights at night coming in and out?

3. Strengths and Concerns with Preliminary
Site Plan

Identify additional strengths and concerns with the preliminary site plan that are not
addressed in the responses to questions 2 or 3.
• Awkward disconnect between the parking structure and the new ACC building.
• Unsure what the future of the existing ACC building will be- how can we evaluate
siting options without knowing what’s planned there?
• Seems like residents on S. Highland St. are taking all of the burden from this
project with traffic. This is a residential street that already has congestion and
problems with PU/DO for MPSA.

Breakout Group #3

Questions
Transportation Questions

Responses

4. Transportation Project Goals for
a. Safety of Students
b. Right-sizing Career Center
transportation infrastructure
c. Minimizing traffic impacts

Are these the right goals for multimodal transportation on the stie? If not, what should be
added or adjusted?
• Yes, the goals are right, but again, usage of S. Highland St. is a concern

5. Input on Career Center campus
transportation concerns & issues

What additional transportation issues or concerns need to be addressed? (i.e. outside
points in the transportation slides 14 - 18)
• ADA needs, access in general, PU/DO for MPSA and PEP program

6. Other comments

•
•
•
•
•

Is the field space large enough for all users, MPSA, others?
How will the field be used and by whom? Are there bleachers?
They’d like to know the field size versus what was proposed previously.
Concern and need to protect all ACC programs
Clarification needed on HS seats versus other seats- are programs being cut?

Send completed forms to engage@apsva.us by Feb. 2, 2022
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Background on Siting
a)

Review the preliminary site plan diagram





Highlights of preliminary site plan
• New ACC building (blue tone) constructed fronting Walter Reed Dr.
• Columbia Pike Branch Library (dark grey tone) remains in current location
• Majority of existing ACC building (light grey tone) remains for a future use TBD
• Portion of existing ACC building (red dashed line) demolished to accommodate parking structure
• New above ground parking structure (tan tone) constructed at S. Highland St. and 9th St. S.
• MSPA building remains in current location and MSPA playground relocated to existing ball field area
• New field created in approximate location of existing surface parking lot
Preliminary site plan builds from prior work
• Career Center Working Group provided guidance on massing and density of building on site

Breakout Group #4
•

The prior BLPC/PFRC process – did not define project requirements that are built into this work
o ACC is an option school, specifications similar to H-B Woodlawn, with a Career & Technical Education focus
o Builds a new facility rather than building additions to existing facility which impacted school operations,
added complexity, time and increased project costs

b)

Review PFRC Principles of Civic Design for Siting and Orientation
 Orient the primary building entrance to the appropriate adjacent street or public space so movement and entrance to
buildings are natural and intuitive.
 Emphasize pedestrians, bicycles, and mass transit over automobiles in building placement, entry, and architecture.
 Ensure building and site are functionally and spatially coherent, facilitating the flow of people to, from, and within the site.
 Create “positive” outdoor spaces with a pedestrian emphasis.

c)

Preview topics for input
 Height of new ACC facility

Massing View from Walter Reed Dr
•
•
•

Massing View from MPSA

The preliminary site plan proposed a 5-story building along S Walter Reed Dr. that stepped down to 2-story portion
adjacent to 7th St S.
Each story would be approximately 15 feet in building height, translating to 75 feet for a 5-story building and 90 feet
for a 6-story building.
The Career Center Working Group reached consensus on supporting a building height of 3-4 stories along S. Walter
Reed Drive, transitioning to 6-7 stories along the southern end of said street closest to 9th St S.

Breakout Group #4
•

The project is located within an S-3A zoning district and the County Board, at the time of approving a Use Permit,
can modify building setback and height provided certain conditions are satisfied.



Placement of Parking Structure
• The preliminary site plan proposed a 4-story above ground parking structure at the corner of S. Highland and 9th St.
S. to meet the project’s anticipated parking demand.
• The location of the parking structure will remain at the locations show and will be refined based on feedback
received as the design progresses.



Strengths and Concerns with Preliminary Site Plan
• The design team will develop the site plan and building massing based on a variety of inputs, including stakeholder
feedback.

Background on Transportation
a)

Review the transportation highlights from the preliminary site plan diagram






Main entry for new ACC building shown on Walter Reed Dr.
Campus bus operations to occur on a private drive on-site
Parent pick-up/drop-off (PUDO) not specifically identified
Service access to the new ACC building to occur via a private drive on-site

Breakout Group #4


On-site parking accommodated within an above ground parking structure at the S. Highland and 9th St. S

b)

Review selective PFRC Principles of Civic Design related to the breakout discussion
 Respect neighborhood context… (Civic Values)
 Optimize open space for public relaxation and recreation, and minimize building footprint and areas used for parking, on-site
roads, and service drives. (Civic Values)
 Emphasize pedestrians, bicycles, and mass transit over automobiles and building placement, entry, and architecture. (Siting
and Orientation)

c)

Preview topics for input
 Transportation Goals
• Goal #1: Safety of Students
o Review walking routes to/from CC building
o Reduce conflicts of different school transportation needs (e.g., keep passenger cars away from the school
buses)
o Careful design between County needs and school needs (e.g., make sure plans work with Walter Reed plans)
• Goal #2: Right-sizing Career Center transportation infrastructure
o Help determine the correct amount of space dedicated to transportation on site to accommodate needs
without overbuilding, allowing for more room for buildings and green space
o Determine which demands can be reasonably accommodated off-site
• Goal #3: Minimizing Impacts
o Develop strategies to reduce people driving to/from the Career Center
o Spread out transportation demands – in time and location – to reduce overall impact
o Determine any changes to existing and proposed transportation infrastructure (e.g., do we need to upgrade
an intersection to a traffic signal?)


Transportation Concerns and Issues
• Consultants collected transportation data in 2019 and fall 2021
o In 2021 traffic volumes are lower on Walter Reed, but higher on 7th/9th/Highland and data shows larger
impact of arrival/dismissal compared to 2019
o In 2021 parking shows higher residential parking demand during day and data shows less demand on streets
adjacent to Career Center mid-day
• Consultants performed field observations in fall 2021, summarized below
o Access control and bus conflicts

Breakout Group #4

o

o

o

 Controlling vehicle access and vehicle-bus conflicts is a concern across the campus
 Plenty of space for Career Center buses but vehicles routinely ignore signs and enter bus-only areas
 MPSA may need additional bus queuing space in the afternoons
Walter Reed Pick-up/Drop-off (PUDO)
 Significant ad-hoc PUDO on Walter Reed in front of ACHS and the library
 Did not appear to have negative impact on Walter Reed, but this activity may not be compatible
with future County plans for Walter Reed
MPSA PUDO
 Pick-up/Drop-off (PUDO) for MPSA along Highland significantly impacts on-street parking and causes
traffic congestion during arrival/dismissal
 Does not match observations performed in 2019 and prior dates
Take-aways for Concept Design
 Identify safe routes for walkers/cyclists, take advantage of County’s Walter Reed Drive plans
 Develop clear and separate bus and student pick-up/drop-off locations, provide more options/space
for loading/unloading if needed
 Avoid conflicts between walkers/cyclists and student pick-up/drop-off along Walter Reed drive

Breakout Group #4

Questions

Identify group submitting this information

Responses

Ex. Breakout group #, stakeholder group or individual completing this form

Group 4

Siting Questions
1. Height of New ACC Facility

a. Are there portions of the building (in blue) that could be adjusted (i.e. built taller, etc.)
in exchange for more open space on the site?
• Building up along Walter Reed seems appropriate because it maximizes the use of
space adjacent to higher density buildings and allows for green space to be
concentrated across the street from the single-family residential areas.
• If along Walter Reed is where we’re planning to focus density, then it would make
sense to concentrate most density in that area.
• Career Center Working Group suggested 2-3 stories along Walter Reed Drive with
the greatest height across from the AT&T building.
• Not in favor of a 5 story building there and would prefer a taller building along 9th
street instead.
• The height needs to blend with the surrounding buildings. The current site plan
looks sterile and trees would be beneficial to the overall plan.
b. Are there other suggestions staff should consider regarding height of the building?
• Hoping for more opportunities in this meeting to discuss site orientation.
• All for green space especially facing the residential areas along Highland Street and
7th Street S.
• The taller a building is, the harder it is to evacuate and it seems like there’s some
space that can be used to expand the footprint of the building.
• Take advantage of sunlight and heating/cooling measures.

2. Placement of Parking Structure

a. Looking at the parking garage placement on 9th St., what works? What are the
challenges? Other concerns?
• Solar panels ready for all buildings including garage and look to make top floor
flexible to solar or green roof.
• Understand most teachers have to commute by car but we should look at
minimizing the amount of traffic coming in.

Breakout Group #4

Questions

Responses
•
•

•
•

Look to close off during non-peak times.
Drop off and congestion currently on Highland Street and parking garage will add
to this. 400 parking spaces seems pretty high. Only 200 parking spots at Wakefield
with 2200 students. Van pools and commuter shuttles could help reduce traffic
and number of parking spaces.
They under parked TJ? and required teachers to enter parking lottery. Teachers
left and they’re having trouble getting substitutes as well. It’s unaffordable for
teachers to live nearby.
Location of parking structure makes sense given the layout of the rest of the site.
The parking garage accommodates many uses other than just the Career Center.

b. Are there other suggestions staff should consider when refining the parking structure?
• Ensure that cueing for buses doesn’t interfere with entrance to parking garage.
• North portion of Highland is single-family and south portion is duplexes and causes
congestion on the street.
3. Strengths and Concerns with Preliminary
Site Plan

Identify additional strengths and concerns with the preliminary site plan that are not
addressed in the responses to questions 2 or 3.
• What considerations have been given to solar and geothermal to reduce carbon
emissions? No natural gas should be used on site.
• The best thing for the environment is to repurpose the buildings we already have.
What’s missing here is consideration of repurposing some of the buildings.
• This option was chosen by the School Board because it allows all programs to
remain and some to continue throughout construction.
• The location also allows the career center to be visible from Walter Reed Road
whereas currently only the signage is visible.
• Concerned that having an empty building there long term is unsettling for the
neighborhood.

Breakout Group #4

Questions
Transportation Questions

4. Transportation Project Goals for
a. Safety of Students
b. Right-sizing Career Center
transportation infrastructure
c. Minimizing traffic impacts

5. Input on Career Center campus
transportation concerns & issues

Responses
Are these the right goals for multimodal transportation on the stie? If not, what should be
added or adjusted?
• As a Career Center we have shuttles that come 3 times per day and considerations
should be made to not conflict with other uses on the site.
• Suggest closing off 9th Street and putting a bus turnaround there and closing it off
to Highland Street. Maybe Highland needs to be a one-way street.
• Add teacher satisfaction and retention to these goals for the site.
• Minimizing cars whenever possible. Highland Street will become impassible for all
students on site and off site that go through that area.
• All for increasing teacher satisfaction but would encourage a shuttle system which
can be a great way to decompress after work. This should be a transit-rich site.
Work in alternatives to driving SOV.
• Accessible parking and access needs to be incorporated.
• Consider using or expanding the ART Bus system for students and teachers and
others visiting the center.
What additional transportation issues or concerns need to be addressed? (i.e. outside
points in the transportation slides 14 - 18)
• Look at the bike lanes including where students are traveling from so that safe
pathways are provided. Design for the future we want.

Send completed forms to engage@apsva.us by Feb. 2, 2022

Breakout Group #5
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Background on Siting
a)

Review the preliminary site plan diagram





Highlights of preliminary site plan
• New ACC building (blue tone) constructed fronting Walter Reed Dr.
• Columbia Pike Branch Library (dark grey tone) remains in current location
• Majority of existing ACC building (light grey tone) remains for a future use TBD
• Portion of existing ACC building (red dashed line) demolished to accommodate parking structure
• New above ground parking structure (tan tone) constructed at S. Highland St. and 9th St. S.
• MSPA building remains in current location and MSPA playground relocated to existing ball field area
• New field created in approximate location of existing surface parking lot
Preliminary site plan builds from prior work
• Career Center Working Group provided guidance on massing and density of building on site

Breakout Group #5
•

The prior BLPC/PFRC process – did not define project requirements that are built into this work
o ACC is an option school, specifications similar to H-B Woodlawn, with a Career & Technical Education focus
o Builds a new facility rather than building additions to existing facility which impacted school operations,
added complexity, time and increased project costs

b)

Review PFRC Principles of Civic Design for Siting and Orientation
 Orient the primary building entrance to the appropriate adjacent street or public space so movement and entrance to
buildings are natural and intuitive.
 Emphasize pedestrians, bicycles, and mass transit over automobiles in building placement, entry, and architecture.
 Ensure building and site are functionally and spatially coherent, facilitating the flow of people to, from, and within the site.
 Create “positive” outdoor spaces with a pedestrian emphasis.

c)

Preview topics for input
 Height of new ACC facility

Massing View from Walter Reed Dr
•
•
•

Massing View from MPSA

The preliminary site plan proposed a 5-story building along S Walter Reed Dr. that stepped down to 2-story portion
adjacent to 7th St S.
Each story would be approximately 15 feet in building height, translating to 75 feet for a 5-story building and 90 feet
for a 6-story building.
The Career Center Working Group reached consensus on supporting a building height of 3-4 stories along S. Walter
Reed Drive, transitioning to 6-7 stories along the southern end of said street closest to 9th St S.

Breakout Group #5
•

The project is located within an S-3A zoning district and the County Board, at the time of approving a Use Permit,
can modify building setback and height provided certain conditions are satisfied.



Placement of Parking Structure
• The preliminary site plan proposed a 4-story above ground parking structure at the corner of S. Highland and 9th St.
S. to meet the project’s anticipated parking demand.
• The location of the parking structure will remain at the locations show and will be refined based on feedback
received as the design progresses.



Strengths and Concerns with Preliminary Site Plan
• The design team will develop the site plan and building massing based on a variety of inputs, including stakeholder
feedback.

Background on Transportation
a)

Review the transportation highlights from the preliminary site plan diagram






Main entry for new ACC building shown on Walter Reed Dr.
Campus bus operations to occur on a private drive on-site
Parent pick-up/drop-off (PUDO) not specifically identified
Service access to the new ACC building to occur via a private drive on-site

Breakout Group #5


On-site parking accommodated within an above ground parking structure at the S. Highland and 9th St. S

b)

Review selective PFRC Principles of Civic Design related to the breakout discussion
 Respect neighborhood context… (Civic Values)
 Optimize open space for public relaxation and recreation, and minimize building footprint and areas used for parking, on-site
roads, and service drives. (Civic Values)
 Emphasize pedestrians, bicycles, and mass transit over automobiles and building placement, entry, and architecture. (Siting
and Orientation)

c)

Preview topics for input
 Transportation Goals
• Goal #1: Safety of Students
o Review walking routes to/from CC building
o Reduce conflicts of different school transportation needs (e.g., keep passenger cars away from the school
buses)
o Careful design between County needs and school needs (e.g., make sure plans work with Walter Reed plans)
• Goal #2: Right-sizing Career Center transportation infrastructure
o Help determine the correct amount of space dedicated to transportation on site to accommodate needs
without overbuilding, allowing for more room for buildings and green space
o Determine which demands can be reasonably accommodated off-site
• Goal #3: Minimizing Impacts
o Develop strategies to reduce people driving to/from the Career Center
o Spread out transportation demands – in time and location – to reduce overall impact
o Determine any changes to existing and proposed transportation infrastructure (e.g., do we need to upgrade
an intersection to a traffic signal?)


Transportation Concerns and Issues
• Consultants collected transportation data in 2019 and fall 2021
o In 2021 traffic volumes are lower on Walter Reed, but higher on 7th/9th/Highland and data shows larger
impact of arrival/dismissal compared to 2019
o In 2021 parking shows higher residential parking demand during day and data shows less demand on streets
adjacent to Career Center mid-day
• Consultants performed field observations in fall 2021, summarized below
o Access control and bus conflicts

Breakout Group #5

o

o

o

 Controlling vehicle access and vehicle-bus conflicts is a concern across the campus
 Plenty of space for Career Center buses but vehicles routinely ignore signs and enter bus-only areas
 MPSA may need additional bus queuing space in the afternoons
Walter Reed Pick-up/Drop-off (PUDO)
 Significant ad-hoc PUDO on Walter Reed in front of ACHS and the library
 Did not appear to have negative impact on Walter Reed, but this activity may not be compatible
with future County plans for Walter Reed
MPSA PUDO
 Pick-up/Drop-off (PUDO) for MPSA along Highland significantly impacts on-street parking and causes
traffic congestion during arrival/dismissal
 Does not match observations performed in 2019 and prior dates
Take-aways for Concept Design
 Identify safe routes for walkers/cyclists, take advantage of County’s Walter Reed Drive plans
 Develop clear and separate bus and student pick-up/drop-off locations, provide more options/space
for loading/unloading if needed
 Avoid conflicts between walkers/cyclists and student pick-up/drop-off along Walter Reed drive

Breakout Group #5

Questions

Identify group submitting this information

Responses

Ex. Breakout group #, stakeholder group or individual completing this form

Breakout Group #5

Siting Questions
1. Height of New ACC Facility

a. Are there portions of the building (in blue) that could be adjusted (i.e. built taller, etc.)
in exchange for more open space on the site?
• Build up middle more (not edges)
• Support higher density to make more open space, support comment about adding,
not on edges
• Concern - Need to ensure that height allows students and staff to move across the
number of floors in time available for transition periods.
o The Heights building is taller than 4 floors, would be helpful at follow up to
hear how height impacts building flow
o Lessons learned on student flow from Annex at W-L/Ed. Center
Other Comments, Issues or Concerns
• Need to envision layout for programs for students with special needs and
evacuation, auto lab, etc.
• Can higher levels allow for light to see across the upper levels of the building to
reduce shadow?
b. Are there other suggestions staff should consider regarding height of the building?
• Grateful plan includes onsite parking esp. for teachers, +1
Other Comments, Issues or Concerns
• Wonder if demand will reaffirm number of parking spaces
• Any conversations about the street accessing the garage, queueing issue?
o W-L doesn’t seem to have a similar issue
• Possible to have multiple garage entrances?
• Able to build a new facility without kids in building, glad that is no longer the plan

+1

Breakout Group #5

Questions

2. Placement of Parking Structure

Responses

a. Looking at the parking garage placement on 9th St., what works? What are the
challenges? Other concerns?
• Parking structure is a bit of a hike to MPSA

Other Comments, Issues or Concerns

b. Are there other suggestions staff should consider when refining the parking structure?

3. Strengths and Concerns with Preliminary
Site Plan

Identify additional strengths and concerns with the preliminary site plan that are not
addressed in the responses to questions 2 or 3.

Breakout Group #5

Questions
Transportation Questions

4. Transportation Project Goals for
a. Safety of Students
b. Right-sizing Career Center
transportation infrastructure
c. Minimizing traffic impacts

Responses
Are these the right goals for multimodal transportation on the stie? If not, what should be
added or adjusted?
• Goals are right, sensitive about overloading the street.
• Agree with goals +1
Highland is the primary street for Montessori pick up and drop off, need to plan for
increased traffic on Highland

5. Input on Career Center campus
transportation concerns & issues

What additional transportation issues or concerns need to be addressed? (i.e. outside
points in the transportation slides 14 - 18)
•

•
•

Countywide option school - will impact (Montessori, ACC CTE, lots of kids and
unique transportation demands)
• Need to state that we expect more students to arrive by vehicle because
it’s an option schools
• There will be a walk zone
Some students from other schools taking CTE classes drive, will there be parking
for those students
ACC has unique travel system with students coming from other schools during the
day and needs to be factored into transportation

•

Consider Other modes of transportation and drop off.

•

Note on Graphic – Field suggests it will be built in this plan, but its part of next CIP
and should note that change.

Breakout Group #5
Attachment B & C have other sizes? Not sure what attachments are being referred to.

Send completed forms to engage@apsva.us by Feb. 2, 2022

Breakout Group #6

Attachment A – Discussion Guide and Input Form for Arlington Career Center Project Meeting #1

Provide input on Arlington Career Center: Siting and Transportation
Send completed forms to engage@apsva.us by Feb. 2, 2022

View recordings of the Jan. 19 BLPC/PFRC meeting at www.apsva.us/engage/arlington-career-center-project/

Background on Siting
a)

Review the preliminary site plan diagram





Highlights of preliminary site plan
• New ACC building (blue tone) constructed fronting Walter Reed Dr.
• Columbia Pike Branch Library (dark grey tone) remains in current location
• Majority of existing ACC building (light grey tone) remains for a future use TBD
• Portion of existing ACC building (red dashed line) demolished to accommodate parking structure
• New above ground parking structure (tan tone) constructed at S. Highland St. and 9th St. S.
• MSPA building remains in current location and MSPA playground relocated to existing ball field area
• New field created in approximate location of existing surface parking lot
Preliminary site plan builds from prior work
• Career Center Working Group provided guidance on massing and density of building on site

Breakout Group #6
•

The prior BLPC/PFRC process – did not define project requirements that are built into this work
o ACC is an option school, specifications similar to H-B Woodlawn, with a Career & Technical Education focus
o Builds a new facility rather than building additions to existing facility which impacted school operations,
added complexity, time and increased project costs

b)

Review PFRC Principles of Civic Design for Siting and Orientation
 Orient the primary building entrance to the appropriate adjacent street or public space so movement and entrance to
buildings are natural and intuitive.
 Emphasize pedestrians, bicycles, and mass transit over automobiles in building placement, entry, and architecture.
 Ensure building and site are functionally and spatially coherent, facilitating the flow of people to, from, and within the site.
 Create “positive” outdoor spaces with a pedestrian emphasis.

c)

Preview topics for input
 Height of new ACC facility

Massing View from Walter Reed Dr
•
•
•

Massing View from MPSA

The preliminary site plan proposed a 5-story building along S Walter Reed Dr. that stepped down to 2-story portion
adjacent to 7th St S.
Each story would be approximately 15 feet in building height, translating to 75 feet for a 5-story building and 90 feet
for a 6-story building.
The Career Center Working Group reached consensus on supporting a building height of 3-4 stories along S. Walter
Reed Drive, transitioning to 6-7 stories along the southern end of said street closest to 9th St S.

Breakout Group #6
•

The project is located within an S-3A zoning district and the County Board, at the time of approving a Use Permit,
can modify building setback and height provided certain conditions are satisfied.



Placement of Parking Structure
• The preliminary site plan proposed a 4-story above ground parking structure at the corner of S. Highland and 9th St.
S. to meet the project’s anticipated parking demand.
• The location of the parking structure will remain at the locations show and will be refined based on feedback
received as the design progresses.



Strengths and Concerns with Preliminary Site Plan
• The design team will develop the site plan and building massing based on a variety of inputs, including stakeholder
feedback.

Background on Transportation
a)

Review the transportation highlights from the preliminary site plan diagram






Main entry for new ACC building shown on Walter Reed Dr.
Campus bus operations to occur on a private drive on-site
Parent pick-up/drop-off (PUDO) not specifically identified
Service access to the new ACC building to occur via a private drive on-site

Breakout Group #6


On-site parking accommodated within an above ground parking structure at the S. Highland and 9th St. S

b)

Review selective PFRC Principles of Civic Design related to the breakout discussion
 Respect neighborhood context… (Civic Values)
 Optimize open space for public relaxation and recreation, and minimize building footprint and areas used for parking, on-site
roads, and service drives. (Civic Values)
 Emphasize pedestrians, bicycles, and mass transit over automobiles and building placement, entry, and architecture. (Siting
and Orientation)

c)

Preview topics for input
 Transportation Goals
• Goal #1: Safety of Students
o Review walking routes to/from CC building
o Reduce conflicts of different school transportation needs (e.g., keep passenger cars away from the school
buses)
o Careful design between County needs and school needs (e.g., make sure plans work with Walter Reed plans)
• Goal #2: Right-sizing Career Center transportation infrastructure
o Help determine the correct amount of space dedicated to transportation on site to accommodate needs
without overbuilding, allowing for more room for buildings and green space
o Determine which demands can be reasonably accommodated off-site
• Goal #3: Minimizing Impacts
o Develop strategies to reduce people driving to/from the Career Center
o Spread out transportation demands – in time and location – to reduce overall impact
o Determine any changes to existing and proposed transportation infrastructure (e.g., do we need to upgrade
an intersection to a traffic signal?)


Transportation Concerns and Issues
• Consultants collected transportation data in 2019 and fall 2021
o In 2021 traffic volumes are lower on Walter Reed, but higher on 7th/9th/Highland and data shows larger
impact of arrival/dismissal compared to 2019
o In 2021 parking shows higher residential parking demand during day and data shows less demand on streets
adjacent to Career Center mid-day
• Consultants performed field observations in fall 2021, summarized below
o Access control and bus conflicts

Breakout Group #6

o

o

o

 Controlling vehicle access and vehicle-bus conflicts is a concern across the campus
 Plenty of space for Career Center buses but vehicles routinely ignore signs and enter bus-only areas
 MPSA may need additional bus queuing space in the afternoons
Walter Reed Pick-up/Drop-off (PUDO)
 Significant ad-hoc PUDO on Walter Reed in front of ACHS and the library
 Did not appear to have negative impact on Walter Reed, but this activity may not be compatible
with future County plans for Walter Reed
MPSA PUDO
 Pick-up/Drop-off (PUDO) for MPSA along Highland significantly impacts on-street parking and causes
traffic congestion during arrival/dismissal
 Does not match observations performed in 2019 and prior dates
Take-aways for Concept Design
 Identify safe routes for walkers/cyclists, take advantage of County’s Walter Reed Drive plans
 Develop clear and separate bus and student pick-up/drop-off locations, provide more options/space
for loading/unloading if needed
 Avoid conflicts between walkers/cyclists and student pick-up/drop-off along Walter Reed drive

Breakout Group #6

Questions

Identify group submitting this
information

Responses

Ex. Breakout group #, stakeholder group or individual completing this form

Siting Questions
1. Height of New ACC Facility

a. Are there portions of the building (in blue) that could be adjusted (i.e. built taller, etc.) in
exchange for more open space on the site?
Appropriate to increase the height on South end near Walter Reed to gain space (interior “bump out”)
to eliminate the end of the building closest to 7th Street and MPSA.
Design can dictate massing, Southern central area has least impact on surroundings
b. Are there other suggestions staff should consider regarding height of the building?
Discussion re: green space – as with the Heights can use rooftop as active outdoor space, not always
green – rooftop can be active, moving HVAC to highest roof.
Walter Reed is wide – can we take back space for PUDO or give greater setback

2. Placement of Parking Structure

a. Looking at the parking garage placement on 9th St., what works? What are the challenges? Other
concerns?
In general opposed to above ground parking structures. This is least-worst space (across from
another garage). Could we purchase the other garage?
Can it be designed to accommodate street festivals – or other uses for congregation on levels 1 or 2?
Put parking under the field. But given it’s across the street from another garage, placement ok.
Previous BLPC discussed undergrounding parking – just too costly.
Like this location (can’t force other garage to sell to APS) – better than previous idea of 7th and Walter
Reed

Breakout Group #6

Questions

Responses

b. Are there other suggestions staff should consider when refining the parking structure?
No principles of design and County comprehensive plan elements presented for consideration are
consistent with parking garages. Not compatible with County principles. Don’t build non-co-located
parking facilities. At Fleet parking and green space coexist – better than above-ground garage. Costs
already assume old ways of thinking about parking; presented as if not a policy decision to build
single-use structured parking.

3. Strengths and Concerns with
Preliminary Site Plan

Identify additional strengths and concerns with the preliminary site plan that are not addressed in the
responses to questions 2 or 3.
-Q/concern: What is size of proposed field? (reference?) Not standard soccer or football field? Size of
a “practice field”. Is it adequate space, especially with proposed student body?
-Weird field – is the idea that eventually something else comes down to make it bigger? What would
be the use of this field?
-What can we preserve of existing buildings (thinking of environmental impact)?
-Can’t tell where different pieces of the building will be: gym, cafeteria, auto shop. More info on
entry and exit points to see where foot and car traffic would come from.

Transportation Questions

4. Transportation Project Goals for
a. Safety of Students
b. Right-sizing Career Center
transportation infrastructure
c. Minimizing traffic impacts

Are these the right goals for multimodal transportation on the stie? If not, what should be added or
adjusted?
Walter Reed is unnecessarily wide. Possible use for green space or pick up and drop off or even
setback (several voices)
Doesn’t dispute this is the right goal, but doesn’t appear to reach the goal.
“minimizing traffic impacts” what does this mean? Minimize conflict CC traffic and MPSA? Not same
as minimizing traffic impact writ large. What about cars transiting that block of Walter Reed?

Breakout Group #6

Questions

Responses

Different from safety of children and staff coming to the facilities. Sounds like priority is keeping cars
moving quickly on Walter Reed which doesn’t seem safe. [Reviewed notes which expands definition]
Minimize traffic impacts not a good shorthand descriptor for all the things described in the notes.
Location of the loading dock – always has to be an access point and buried in middle of the buildings
will reduce flexibility (e.g., requires large turning circles) limiting any future building (limiting function)
Urban design – no ‘back of building’ Loading dock is a beating heart.
With car program in mind, could be made into a highlight. Will likely be co-located with loading dock,
and would preserve flexibility
Loading dock is like a function of the school – think of car dealerships – let it draw people in with
more prominent and accessible location maybe along Walter Reed.

5. Input on Career Center campus
transportation concerns & issues

What additional transportation issues or concerns need to be addressed? (i.e. outside points in the
transportation slides 14 - 18)
Most MPSA families drive to school. (Hub stops don’t work) Morning time with before-care drop-off.
Long line of cars on Highland St.
If CC buses could leave via Walter Reed, and MPSA cars loop, that might help with backups.
-Can’t tell where different pieces of the building will be: gym, cafeteria, auto shop. More info on
entry and exit points to see where foot and car traffic would come from.

Send completed forms to engage@apsva.us by Feb. 2, 2022

Breakout Group #7

Attachment A – Discussion Guide and Input Form for Arlington Career Center Project Meeting #1

Provide input on Arlington Career Center: Siting and Transportation
Send completed forms to engage@apsva.us by Feb. 2, 2022

View recordings of the Jan. 19 BLPC/PFRC meeting at www.apsva.us/engage/arlington-career-center-project/

Background on Siting
a)

Review the preliminary site plan diagram





Highlights of preliminary site plan
• New ACC building (blue tone) constructed fronting Walter Reed Dr.
• Columbia Pike Branch Library (dark grey tone) remains in current location
• Majority of existing ACC building (light grey tone) remains for a future use TBD
• Portion of existing ACC building (red dashed line) demolished to accommodate parking structure
• New above ground parking structure (tan tone) constructed at S. Highland St. and 9th St. S.
• MSPA building remains in current location and MSPA playground relocated to existing ball field area
• New field created in approximate location of existing surface parking lot
Preliminary site plan builds from prior work
• Career Center Working Group provided guidance on massing and density of building on site
1

Breakout Group #7
•

The prior BLPC/PFRC process – did not define project requirements that are built into this work
o ACC is an option school, specifications similar to H-B Woodlawn, with a Career & Technical Education focus
o Builds a new facility rather than building additions to existing facility which impacted school operations,
added complexity, time and increased project costs

b)

Review PFRC Principles of Civic Design for Siting and Orientation
 Orient the primary building entrance to the appropriate adjacent street or public space so movement and entrance to
buildings are natural and intuitive.
 Emphasize pedestrians, bicycles, and mass transit over automobiles in building placement, entry, and architecture.
 Ensure building and site are functionally and spatially coherent, facilitating the flow of people to, from, and within the site.
 Create “positive” outdoor spaces with a pedestrian emphasis.

c)

Preview topics for input
 Height of new ACC facility

Massing View from Walter Reed Dr
•
•
•

Massing View from MPSA

The preliminary site plan proposed a 5-story building along S Walter Reed Dr. that stepped down to 2-story portion
adjacent to 7th St S.
Each story would be approximately 15 feet in building height, translating to 75 feet for a 5-story building and 90 feet
for a 6-story building.
The Career Center Working Group reached consensus on supporting a building height of 3-4 stories along S. Walter
Reed Drive, transitioning to 6-7 stories along the southern end of said street closest to 9th St S.

2

Breakout Group #7
•

The project is located within an S-3A zoning district and the County Board, at the time of approving a Use Permit,
can modify building setback and height provided certain conditions are satisfied.



Placement of Parking Structure
• The preliminary site plan proposed a 4-story above ground parking structure at the corner of S. Highland and 9th St.
S. to meet the project’s anticipated parking demand.
• The location of the parking structure will remain at the locations show and will be refined based on feedback
received as the design progresses.



Strengths and Concerns with Preliminary Site Plan
• The design team will develop the site plan and building massing based on a variety of inputs, including stakeholder
feedback.

Background on Transportation
a)

Review the transportation highlights from the preliminary site plan diagram






Main entry for new ACC building shown on Walter Reed Dr.
Campus bus operations to occur on a private drive on-site
Parent pick-up/drop-off (PUDO) not specifically identified
Service access to the new ACC building to occur via a private drive on-site
3

Breakout Group #7


On-site parking accommodated within an above ground parking structure at the S. Highland and 9th St. S

b)

Review selective PFRC Principles of Civic Design related to the breakout discussion
 Respect neighborhood context… (Civic Values)
 Optimize open space for public relaxation and recreation, and minimize building footprint and areas used for parking, on-site
roads, and service drives. (Civic Values)
 Emphasize pedestrians, bicycles, and mass transit over automobiles and building placement, entry, and architecture. (Siting
and Orientation)

c)

Preview topics for input
 Transportation Goals
• Goal #1: Safety of Students
o Review walking routes to/from CC building
o Reduce conflicts of different school transportation needs (e.g., keep passenger cars away from the school
buses)
o Careful design between County needs and school needs (e.g., make sure plans work with Walter Reed plans)
• Goal #2: Right-sizing Career Center transportation infrastructure
o Help determine the correct amount of space dedicated to transportation on site to accommodate needs
without overbuilding, allowing for more room for buildings and green space
o Determine which demands can be reasonably accommodated off-site
• Goal #3: Minimizing Impacts
o Develop strategies to reduce people driving to/from the Career Center
o Spread out transportation demands – in time and location – to reduce overall impact
o Determine any changes to existing and proposed transportation infrastructure (e.g., do we need to upgrade
an intersection to a traffic signal?)


Transportation Concerns and Issues
• Consultants collected transportation data in 2019 and fall 2021
o In 2021 traffic volumes are lower on Walter Reed, but higher on 7th/9th/Highland and data shows larger
impact of arrival/dismissal compared to 2019
o In 2021 parking shows higher residential parking demand during day and data shows less demand on streets
adjacent to Career Center mid-day
• Consultants performed field observations in fall 2021, summarized below
o Access control and bus conflicts
4

Breakout Group #7

o

o

o

 Controlling vehicle access and vehicle-bus conflicts is a concern across the campus
 Plenty of space for Career Center buses but vehicles routinely ignore signs and enter bus-only areas
 MPSA may need additional bus queuing space in the afternoons
Walter Reed Pick-up/Drop-off (PUDO)
 Significant ad-hoc PUDO on Walter Reed in front of ACHS and the library
 Did not appear to have negative impact on Walter Reed, but this activity may not be compatible
with future County plans for Walter Reed
MPSA PUDO
 Pick-up/Drop-off (PUDO) for MPSA along Highland significantly impacts on-street parking and causes
traffic congestion during arrival/dismissal
 Does not match observations performed in 2019 and prior dates
Take-aways for Concept Design
 Identify safe routes for walkers/cyclists, take advantage of County’s Walter Reed Drive plans
 Develop clear and separate bus and student pick-up/drop-off locations, provide more options/space
for loading/unloading if needed
 Avoid conflicts between walkers/cyclists and student pick-up/drop-off along Walter Reed drive
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Breakout Group #7

Questions

Identify group submitting this information

Responses

Group #7 - Terri Prell, Ghi Crisafulli, Michelle Van Lare, Chris Slatt, Sergio Enriquez, Polly Hall, Rosa
Cheneym, Heather Jones
Staff: Robert Ruiz and Jonathan Turrisi

Siting Questions
1. Height of New ACC Facility

2. Placement of Parking Structure

a. Are there portions of the building (in blue) that could be adjusted (i.e. built taller, etc.)
in exchange for more open space on the site?
• Accept tall building (6 or 7 stories) for more natural green space, but some
members were concerned about what that meant for the flow of students
• Prefer massing adjacent to main entrance (across from 8th street) or south portion
– prefer north end of building lower
• In favor of massing, but not sure about the step back on the northern end, away
from Walter Reed
b. Are there other suggestions staff should consider regarding height of the building?
• Our children health need access to green space
o This is climate change issue
• Need to think about students walking up 5 flights of stairs is significant challenge,
need to be thoughtful
• At Heights there were injuries among students on stairs; students discouraged
from using elevators
• Having terraces spaces for students will be helpful to student life
• In about 10 years from now, heavy backpacks might be a thing of the past
a. Looking at the parking garage placement on 9th St., what works? What are the
challenges? Other concerns?
• If a car is exiting the garage, there needs to be a traffic light to turn on to Walter
Reed
• Shifts traffic pattern on to 9th street. Need bike improvements on 9th street.
• Should parking garage be parallel to portion of Career Center that stays, which will
add green space. Do not like the orientation right now which creates a wedge
between garage and existing building.
o The wedge and the parking garage itself could pose a safety issue. It could
attract bad behavior.
6

Breakout Group #7

Questions

o

Responses

Need visibility, not concrete wall. Visibility provides a safety/prevention
aspect

b. Are there other suggestions staff should consider when refining the parking structure?
• Need space for auto mechanic/body shop vehicles
• Will cars from auto mechanic program be using the parking?
• Calculations for additional parking: need to consider auto mechanic program
• Will classroom or storage space be included in garage
3. Strengths and Concerns with Preliminary
Site Plan

Identify additional strengths and concerns with the preliminary site plan that are not
addressed in the responses to questions 2 or 3.
• Concerned how the new school building is hiding entrance to Montessori school
• Not sure why we need to step back at corner with Walter Reed
• Green space (grass) for this site is about equity for this part of Arlington
• Students like the terraces
• Supportive of the location of the main entrance on Walter Reed
• Do not see a separate playground for day care/teen parenting program, which
students could access.
• Will the animal sciences and vet tech program have outside space?
• As proposed, it looks like it will be difficult to separate elementary students and
secondary students.
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Breakout Group #7

Questions
Transportation Questions

Responses

4. Transportation Project Goals for
a. Safety of Students
b. Right-sizing Career Center
transportation infrastructure
c. Minimizing traffic impacts

Are these the right goals for multimodal transportation on the stie? If not, what should be
added or adjusted?
• Those are the right goals. Schools suffer from attracting quality teachers when
parking is not available.
• Successfully capturing goals for this site.
• Will there be sufficient parking for quick drop off for books? Can there be
temporary spaces/short term parking on Walter Reed or 9th street for quick drop
off of books?

5. Input on Career Center campus
transportation concerns & issues

What additional transportation issues or concerns need to be addressed? (i.e. outside
points in the transportation slides 14 - 18)
• An issue is the way buses come back out on Highland. The queuing of cars, with
buses turning, that will be a problem. Add that to a concept that needs to be
fixed. Maybe Highland be one way?
• Need bike lane improvements on 9th street because of the additional traffic on this
street.
• If walking to MPSA, circulation needs to be considered.
• A lot of circulation on Highland as proposed, need to think about vehicle
circulation as well.
• Glad about 9th and Walter Reed getting stop light. Irving and 7th need to think
about a four-way stop.
• Where will bikes be parking on this plan?
• If main entrance is on Walter Reed, where will students getting out of Buses enter
school?
• Should location of hub stop at this site be reconsidered to improve/decrease
traffic flow. Using the Career Center as a hub stop should be reconsidered.
• Better crossing at Arlington Blvd should be advocated for.
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Breakout Group #7
Group #7 Take-aways:
• Open to greater height, but want to consider that on student’s health and safety.
• Biggest issue is movement and flow across all uses on this site (library, MPSA, etc.) to the site and inside the site, consider transportation
and their impact to neighborhoods.

Send completed forms to engage@apsva.us by Feb. 2, 2022
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